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Nurse Jenell  

 Jenell Isom is a registered nurse and the owner of Nurse Jenell Mobile Medspa. She is an Arizona native, 
and holds two Bachelor of Science degrees. She has an Economics degree from the W.P. Carey School of 
Business at Arizona State University, and a Nursing degree from Grand Canyon University. Jenell has a 
passion for helping others enhance their natural beauty by combining medical knowledge with artistic 
talent. It was this unyielding passion that led her to pursue the world of aesthetic medicine as an 
aesthetic nurse injector.  

Jenell has extensive training and education with some of the top physicians and plastic surgeons 
worldwide. She was sought out as a top injector to teach other medical professionals the art of aesthetic 
injecting at the largest medical aesthetics school in the nation. She comes most recently from a private 
cosmetic surgery practice, where she worked side-by-side with a board certified, award winning facial 
plastic surgeon.  

Her passion for aesthetic medicine and always evolving knowledge in the latest innovations of beauty-
combined with her personable demeanor and medical fortitude- make it possible to help each client 
achieve his/her goals. 

 

 

Nurse Jenell’s Approach  

“I tailor my procedures to each patient’s needs to deliver a beautiful, natural looking result. Your face is 
the first impression you give, and it’s my goal to make you look as naturally beautiful as possible; taking 
years off the clock without a “done” look”. 

 

Top Priorities 

“Safe and natural-looking improvements, with minimal discomfort and downtime are at the top of my 
priority list. My goal is to help people look like themselves, just refreshed, without an overdone look”. 

Combining procedures can help achieve a harmonious, natural look, while still maintaining a patient’s 
individuality. 

 

Best Part of the Job 

“I enjoy the interaction with my patients, when I see them smiling because they look and feel so great. 
It’s such a great feeling to know that you helped boost someone’s self-confidence”. 




